Ministry: The Real Good News.

www.therealgoodnews.org
The real good news Ministry launches a better way to live
the teachings of the Bible in your everyday life.
"TRGN Acts" is not a school, or a Bible college. TRGN Acts
is a Department of the Christian Ministry TRGN, which caters to all Christians.
Most schools or Bible colleges have a somewhat an "exclusive" connotation which gives the
impression that this type of establishment is only reserved to future Christian leaders, future
pastors or in any case to individuals who have the vision to work full time for the Gospel.
"TRGN acts" offers a biblical teaching suitable for all.
This training is not only intended to future leaders, but also to Christians who wish to have a
life in accordance with the teachings of the Bible.
TRGN Acts is accessible to all without for this to provide "diluted or light lessons ". The courses
are customized, oriented in modules always arising on a practical implementation. In the
TRGN Ministry, we believe that the theory without any practice is useless. This is why at the
end of each course, each student should be able to explain one or more updates of the
teaching that the student would put into practice.
The Real Good News Ministry offers "TRGN Acts" for free. No financial contribution will be
ever asked you. The development and monitoring of these courses takes a lot of time to us,
some energy, and in some cases some finances, everyone will understand in an obvious way
that his candidacy will be examined to determine if the candidate is truly motivated and ready
to invest himself in this training.
TRGN acts takes place over two years at the rate of one course per month, itself consists of 4
to 6 modules along with put into practice objectives.

Frequently asked questions.


Are there any hidden fees in this school?

No. TRGN Acts is completely free. Your only cost will eventually the printing of the courses as
well as document scan to return your answers to us, this is the case where you do not have a
computer, and that you must go through an Internet cafe or a public library.



Where are the course?

Each teaching is given in video format, or MP3 audio, via our website
www.therealgoodnews.org . The courses can be downloaded for free. An internet connection
is required to access them. However for those who have no internet connection, some
adaptations can be implemented via our offices. If you are in this case, let us know your
problem by sending a request to trgn.acts@therealgoodnews.org , we will try to find a
solution together.



What is the procedure for registration?

To register you must write to us by email at trgn.acts@therealgoodnews.org by sending us a
letter from 400 words minimum where you explain how you became a Christian. Then you
will need to send us by email a 400 words minimum cover letter that shows your
determination to learn and develop in your life all the potential that you have received at your
new birth, in order to be integrated in this school for two years.



Can I stop the course before the end of the two years?

Yes, but this is not a good thing. Understand that these courses will be fully effective only if
you continue the program in its entirety. In addition, if you decide to leave the current
training, we will have lost a precious time that we maybe could devote to someone else.
Please think well before you start your application.



How much time should I devote to courses?

TRGN Acts wants to adapt to all Christians. Everyone has his family occupations, professional,
recreational pursuits, we are well aware of it. We have developed each course so that it
extends over a period of a month on average. Generally two to three hours per week are
needed to assimilate each course. Each one can organize himself as he wishes. It may happen
that a person takes 6 or even 8 weeks to finish a course, it is not a problem at all, because
everyone is different in his ability to learn and his diary. Some will be quick to assimilate a
course, but on the other hand may be longer putting into practice implementation, the
opposite is also true.



Are my answers returned to me corrected?

Yes of course. Each student will receive a personalized correction answers.



Will I have a diploma at the end of training?

We will give you a certificate of training based on the reputation of the real good news
Ministry. This certificate has no value of State regardless of the country where you are.

Below the details of the course over two years.

Course N ° 1

Course N ° 2

The definition of salvation in Jesus
Christ

Another way to study the Bible

Goal of the month:
Knowledge to explain my salvation in all its
details, including in practical way in my life.

Goal of the month: knowing to locate all periods
of the Bible. Being able to comment in detail
several Bible passages.

Module 1 What it includes

Module 1 Know the timeline

Module 2 It is immutable

Module 2 Context of each book

Module 3 How to work on it

Module 3 Use original concordance

Module 4 What is changing

Module 4 Know how to analyze a sentence

Module 5 Use the comments

Module 6 Working with the Holy Spirit

Course N ° 3

What I have got by Jesus Christ
Goal of the month:
Be able to start exercising the Fruit of the
spirit. Know how to use everything I
received.

Course N ° 4

Form a team with the Holy Spirit
Goal of the month:
Have had at least one dialogue with The
Holy Spirit. Experience with the Holy Spirit.

Module
1

What is in me

Module
1

Knowing Him

Module
2

What is not in me

Module
2

His role

Module
3

What I have to ask

Module
3

Our exchanges

Module
4

Use what I received

Module
5

Module
4

The goal of our team with
the Holy Spirit

The fruit of the Holy Spirit
Module
5

Define the roles

Module
6

His way of teaching me

Module
6

What I have to develop

Course N ° 5

Course N ° 6

The human as his whole

The devil and his army

Goal of the month:
Knowing how to describe my whole being.
Have an experience of change in the
direction of my being.

Goal of the month:
Knowing how to describe the actions of the devil,
his strategy. Having lived an example where
satan has been rejected of my life.

Module
1

The spirit

Module 1 What he can do

Module
2

The soul

Module 2 His limitations

Module
3

The body

Module 3 His way of acting, his strategy

Module
4

The one who must lead

Module 4 His goal

Module
5

The communication of the
three

Module 5 The lie, his main weapon

Module
6

The Development

Course N ° 7

I am a new creature
Goal of the month:
Accept my new person. Live an experience related
to my new nature.

Module 1 The Instant change

Module 2 The Long‐term change

Module 3 Manage the discouragement

Module 4 What I am

Module 5 My new life

Course N ° 8

The Kingdom of God
Goal of the month:
Knowing how to define the Kingdom, locate it.
Explain its utility. Knowing how to locate myself
in it as a citizen.

Module 1 Where is the Kingdom

Module 2 What is the Kingdom

Module 3 The laws of the kingdom

Module 4 The citizens of the Kingdom

Module 5 The power of the Kingdom

Module 6 The scope of the Kingdom

Course N ° 9

Faith
Goal of the month:
Explain my faith in a practical way. Knowing how
to activate it.

Course N ° 10

The word of God
Goal of the month:
Having several experiences where I apply the
power of the word.

Module 1 Define faith
Module 1 Its usefulness
Module 2 Faith and doubt
Module 2 Its strength
Module 3 Recognize the faith
Module 3 Its field of intervention
Module 4 Activate the faith
Module 4 The word in me
Module 5 Using his faith
Module 5 Use the word
Module 6 The usefulness of the faith
Module 6 See the word be done

Course N ° 12
Course N ° 11

Biblical love
Goal of the month:
Knowing to explain what rue love is. Live several
changes following the expression of my love for
others.

Humility, intelligence, and wisdom
Goal of the month:
Knowing to differentiate the three. Having
demonstrating the three in different situations.

Module 1

Their sources

Module 2

Their utilities

Module 3

What they generate

Module 4

What they generate

Module 5

Their powers

Module 6

The change in me

Module 1 What love is not

Module 2 The source of love

Module 3 The benefit of love

Module 4

The manifestation and
development of love

Module 5 The power of love

Module 6 Loving others

Course N ° 13

Prayer
Goal of the month:
Know how to explain what has changed in my
way of praying. Know to pray more in depth.

Course N ° 14

Healing
Goal of the month:
Go to at least one person, praying for him and
that he receives healing as a result.

Module 1 What is prayer
Module 1 Jesus used it
Module 2 Learn how to pray
Module 2 Few Christians practice it
Module 3 Pray without ceasing
Module 3 Live for healing for our self
Module 4 Prayers "already‐made".
Module 4 Live healing for others
Module 5 Its power
Module 5 Practice healing in daily life
Module 6 Its usefulness
Module 6 Live in good health

Course N ° 15

Witness of the grace of Jesus Christ
Goal of the month:
Start a discussion with at least one person and
talk to him all of salvation.

Module 1 The usefulness of testify

Module 2 A better way to testify

Module 3 Reach out to others

Module 4 Engage in dialogue

Module 5 Accumulate experiences

Course N ° 16

Biblical prosperity
Goal of the month:
Knowing to explain a good administration. Give
some management changes in my life.
Experiment an area of prosperity.

Module 1 What biblical prosperity is not

Module 2 Areas of prosperity

Module 3 A good administrator

Module 4 A Good management

Module 5 My responsibility

Course N ° 17

The spiritual and material
Goal of the month:
Knowing to differentiate the two worlds. Know to
recognize the spiritual actions in my life.

Course N ° 18

The periods in God's plan
Goal of the month:
Knowing to explain the different biblical periods,
and position myself in them.

Module 1 Borders
Module 1 The origin of man
Module 2 The influence of one on the other
Module 2 The purpose of God
Module 3 A continuity
Module 3 The dispensations
Module 4 Well position myself

Course N ° 19

Course N ° 20

Jesus Christ on Earth

The end of time

Goal of the month:
Know to explain in detail why Jesus came to
Earth.

Goal of the month:
Give the changes in my own life from the end of
time.

Module 1 The only way

Module 1 The Organization

Module 2 What has changed

Module 2 What's next

Module 3 What will change

Module 3 Do not fear

Module 4 What humans have been received

Module 4 The arrival

Course N ° 21

My every day Christian life
Goal of the month:
Give practical changes in my life. Having
expressed my Christian life in a practical manner
several times.

Module 1 The Organization of my time

Module 2 My attitude in my work

Module 3 My attitude towards others

Module 4 My resources

Module 5 I refill myself

Course N ° 22

God's plan for me
Goal of the month:
Get an idea of God's plan for my life. Express
changes of directions or confirmations.

Module 1 Know to hear the Holy Spirit

Module 2 Speaking to the Holy Spirit

Module 3 God: three interlocutors

Module 4 Decisions to make

Module 5 Nothing to lose

Course N ° 23

A family or remain alone

Course N ° 24

Goal of the month:
Give at least one practical example of
change in my family or personal life.

Recognize the false teachings

Module
1

Adopt His will

Module
2

Find the right person

Module
3

A more well balanced family

Module
4

Stay single

Module
5

Advantages and
disadvantages

Goal of the month:
Give an example at least a clarification or
discernment.

Module
1

The Bible, the reference

Module
2

The discernment of spirits

Module
3

Self‐confident

Module
4

A bit of truth in the false!

